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Questions



1



Historical question: why are diamonds expensive while water is cheap?



2



More generally, what determines prices?



3



How do prices move when consumers’ tastes change, when production technologies change? By how much?



4



Why are some prices extremely volatile?



5



Who are the "winners" on a given market? Buyers or sellers?



6



Do firms make 10% less revenues with a 10% VAT?



7



How many firms can enter a market?
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Logic of the model



Consumers choose between different products depending on their tastes, or preferences. The aggregation of all consumers’ choices gives a demand curve. Symmetrically firms have a production technology from which we derive a supply curve. There exists a price p such that demand equals supply, called the equilibrium price. We can see how price and quantity vary when we change the parameters of the model (preferences and technology). We can compute the profits of firms and the "happiness" of consumers.
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General framework



A consumer has a given wealth W and has to choose the quantities x1 ...xn of goods 1...n he will buy. Given any two baskets of goods A = (x1 ...xn ) and B = (x10 ...xn0 ), a rational consumer knows whether he prefers A, or B, or is indifferent. Main assumptions: Complete ordering: ∀A, B, A  B, B  A or A ∼ B Transitivity: A  B, B  C ⇒ A  C Non-decreasing: more is better Convex preferences: the more you consume of a good, the more you care about the others at the margin
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Utility function We can build a utility function U(x1 ...xn ) such that: ∀A, B, A  B ⇔ U(A) ≥ U(B) A rational consumer will choose the basket he prefers among all those he can afford. He can afford a basket (x1 ...xn ) with prices p1 ...pn if and only if: p1 x1 + p2 x2 ... + pn xn ≤ W where W is the consumer’s wealth. Finally the choice of the consumer will satisfy: (x1∗ , x2∗ ...xn∗ ) = argmaxx U(x1 ...xn ) s.t. p1 x1 + ... + pn xn ≤ w If the choice set is continuous, U is continuous and our assumptions on preferences imply: ∀i, j,



∂U ≥ 0, MRSi,j = ∂xi



∂U ∂xi ∂U ∂xj



decreases in xi



Where MRSi,j is the marginal rate of substitution between goods i and j. ()
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Simple case If we are interested in a specific product only, we can assume the consumer cares only about this product, of which he decides the quantity x to purchase, and how much money m he keeps to buy all the other products: U(x, m) = u(x) + m If p if the price of the good, we have m = W − px, thus the utility writes: U(x) = u(x) + W − px 0



00



with u ≥ 0, u ≤ 0. Maximization yields: u 0 (x) = p



Definition MU(x) = u 0 (x) is called the marginal utility from consumption of the good. In the general case ∂U/∂xi is the marginal utility from consuming good i.



Result In the simple case, the consumer buys a quantity x such that the marginal utility from consumption is equal to the price of the good. Intuition: as()usual...
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Demand function



Definition (Demand function) For a given price p, D(p) is the consumer’s demand function, telling how much the consumer is ready to buy at this price. Note that D is the inverse function of u 0 with respect to x. u 0 (D(p)) = p
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Figure: Demand Function ()
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Example-Consuming decisions



What is likely to affect a consumer’s demand for cars? The market demand for cars? What about the demand for dishwashers? Explore the trade-off between working and being inactive. Between working and studying.
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Main ingredients



Consider the market for a given good. We have Buyers, ready to buy up to the point where MU(q) = p (demand function) Sellers, ready to produce and sell up to the point where MC (q) = p (supply function) How do they interact?



Definition (Perfect competition) A market is said to be perfectly competitive if all agents on this market take all prices as given. This can be the case for instance if the numbers of buyers and sellers are very large, such that no one can influence the market price.
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The market outcome will be a pair (q, p). An equilibrium of this market will be a pair (q, p) such that: 1



No seller wants to produce more, or less, at the given price p.



2



No buyer wants to buy more, or less, at the given price p.



3



Every unit sold by a producer is bought by a consumer (otherwise sellers would produce less), every unit bought by a consumer is sold by a producer.



Thus: 1



The quantity consumed is D(p).



2



The quantity produced is S(p).



3



D(p) = S(p)
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Figure: Market Equilibrium ()
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Definition (Competitive equilibrium) (q ∗ , p ∗ ) such that S(p ∗ ) = D(p ∗ ) = q ∗ is a competitive market equilibrium. For the moment we don’t know how the market converges to this point, who sets the price for instance. Observe that regardless of how the market is organized, if people are free to renegotiate and if trades converge after a long enough time, it must be the case that p = MC (q) = MU(q), otherwise agents would make different choices.
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Efficiency



Result The market allocation is socially optimal. Remember we have p = MU(q ∗ ) = MC (q ∗ ) If MU(q) > MC (q) society could produce one more unit of the good, the additional satisfaction brought would be more than the cost. If MU(q) < MC (q) society produces at least one unit for which the cost is strictly higher than the additional satisfaction of consumers.
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Adam Smith’s intuition



A well-functioning and perfectly competitive market is a device to coordinate consumers and producers efficiently. Price is an index of scarcity, and plays a fundamental role in making sure that nobody consumes a good that is more costly than useful, and nobody is deprived of a good for which he would be ready to pay the production cost.
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Exercise



Assume firms √ have a supply function deduced from the production function f (L, K ) = √KL and consumers have a demand function deduced from U(x, m) = x + m and wealth W . 1



Compute the demand function of consumers.



2



Knowing the supply function from the last exercise, compute the equilibrium price and quantity.



3



Find q maximizing the sum of consumers’ utility and firms’ profit and show it is equal to the equilibrium quantity.



()
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Why is the model useful We can study what happens when demand or supply shift. Demand increases: for each price, the quantity demanded increases. Hence the whole demand curve shifts to the right. Consequence: equilibrium quantity increases, equilibrium price decreases. Examples: people are richer, tastes change, substitutes are of lower quality... Supply increases: for each price, the quantity offered increases. The whole supply curve shifts to the right. Example: lower production costs. NB: easier to shift curves horizontally. A "vertical reasoning" would be: for a given quantity, a higher supply means that producers accept a lower price for any given q, hence "higher supply" implies that the curve shifts downwards. Conversely, higher demand means that for a given quantity consumers accept higher prices, hence the demand curve shifts upwards. => easy to get mistaken.
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Figure: Shifting the demand curve ()
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Figure: Shifting the supply curve ()
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NB: A shift in demand implies that the equilibrium quantity changes, thus the equilibrium supply changes. But the supply function stays the same => the demand function moves, and supply moves along the same supply function. A shift in supply implies that the equilibrium quantity changes, thus the equilibrium demand changes. But the demand function stays the same => the supply function moves, and demand moves along the same demand function.
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Example-Wrong Graphs



Find the mistakes in the following graphs.
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Back to questions 1 and 2



You should now be able to answer these questions: 1 Why are diamonds expensive while water is cheap? 2



More generally, what determines prices?
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Note: corresponds to a conceptual breakthrough in the XIXth century. The supplied quantity does not cause the price, nor does the price cause the demanded quantity. Technology determines the supply function (not quantity), preferences the demand function, and they simultaneously cause the equilibrium price and quantity.
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Back to question 3 How do prices move when consumers’ tastes change, when production technologies change? By how much? We need to define price elasticities:



Definition (Price elasticity of demand) The price elasticity of demand measures how demand reacts to a change in price and is equal to: ηD (p) = −



∂D p 1 p × = − 00 × ∂p D(p) u (D(p)) D(p)



An elasticity of 0.1 implies that a price increase of 1% translates into a 0.1% decrease of demand. High elasticity ⇔ flat demand curve In general a demand is more elastic when a good is less necessary, or has more substitutes. Ex: two financial assets giving the same payoffs, two brands of the same product, travel by plane or by train... Some data. ()
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Definition (Price elasticity of supply) The price elasticity of supply measures how supply reacts to a change in price and is equal to: ηS (p) =



∂S p 1 p × = 00 × ∂p S(p) C (S(p)) S(p)



An elasticity of 0.1 implies that a price increase of 1% translates into a 0.1% increase of supply. High elasticity ⇔ flat supply curve A supply is more elastic when C 00 is small: marginal cost increases slowly, it wouldn’t be much more expensive to produce one additional unit.
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Figure: Inelastic Demand ()
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Figure: Inelastic Supply ()
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Result When demand increases (the demand curve shifts to the right) the price and the quantity increase. When supply is more elastic, this affects the quantity more and the price less. When supply increases (the supply curve shifts to the right) the price decreases and the quantity increases. When demand is more elastic, this affects the quantity more and the price less.
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Oil prices Oil prices are extremely volatile. Newspapers’ typical explanation: blame the speculators!



Alternative (and simpler) explanation: very inelastic short-run supply (it takes time to prospect new oil fields), very inelastic short-run demand (time to change consumption habits, adopt new technologies, develop new cars ...)
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Exercise



1



Compute the price elasticities of the demand and supply function you derived in the last exercise.



2



Assume a firm produces using only labor with a production function y = Lα , α < 1. How does the price elasticity of supply depend on α? Comment.



3



Assume a consumer has a utility function depending on a good and money U(x, m) = x β + m, β < 1. How does the price elasticity of demand depend on β? Comment.



4



Study a market where supply is inelastic in the short-run: housing. Study a market where demand is very elastic: cars.



5



()
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Exercise: labor market



On the labor market, workers are suppliers of labor and firms are demanders. Study the effect of the following events on the labor market (distinguish moving along a curve and shifting a curve): More generous retirement pensions. More free places in kindergarten. Due to improvements in higher education, workers are more productive. Wages fall.
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Firms’ surplus



Definition (Producer surplus) Producer surplus is equal to the firms’ profits in equilibrium. By definition we have: Z p∗ Z q∗ S(p)dp C 0 (q)dq = Π(q ∗ , p ∗ ) = p ∗ q ∗ − C (q ∗ ) = p ∗ q ∗ − 0



0



This surplus is equal to the area between the straight line p = p ∗ and the supply curve. It is thus possible to compute firms’ profits knowing only the supply function.
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Consumers’ surplus



Definition (Consumer surplus) Consumer surplus is equal to the consumers’ utility in equilibrium. By definition we have: Z q∗ Z +∞ U(q ∗ , m∗ ) = u(q ∗ ) − p ∗ q ∗ = u 0 (q)dq − p ∗ q ∗ = D(p)dp 0



p∗



This surplus is equal to the area between the straight line p = p ∗ and the demand curve. It is thus possible to compute consumers’ surplus knowing only the demand function.
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Back to questions 5 and 6



We can now evaluate how much each side gains from trading on the market. But we can also combine surplus analysis and comparative statics to answer question 6: Do firms make 10% less revenues with a 10% VAT? Assume a simpler case: a constant sum t euros is levied on each unit. The cheque is written by the firm. A firm ready to sell a unit at price p is now ready to sell this same unit at p + t. Thus the supply curve shifts upward by t euros. Two cases: elastic demand, inelastic demand.



()
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Figure: VAT, elastic demand ()
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Figure: VAT, inelastic demand ()
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Tax incidence Result (Deadweight loss) Taxing transactions implies a deadweight loss: the sum of taxes, producer surplus and consumer surplus is lower than total surplus without taxation. Some profitable transactions are prevented to occur. Since taxing has an economic cost, the government has to trade-off the cost of a tax with the benefits of government spending.



Result (Tax incidence) The real payer of a tax on a given transaction is not the underwriter of the cheque. The burden of the tax is shared depending on elasticities, the heavier part is born by the less elastic side of the market. Intuition: if the other side is totally inelastic it is ready to buy/sell at any price, thus it is possible to pass the total cost of the tax on this side.



()
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Example



This principle if very general, consider the following example: A trader makes on average gains of 10 millions euros per year for his employer. Assume a trader is paid 1 million euros per year both in France and in the UK, taxation of high incomes is similar in both countries, and traders care only about the pay they get in each country. To simplify we consider the average rate is equal to the marginal rate of taxation (given the income is very high) at around 40%. The UK recently increased the marginal rate of taxation on incomes larger than 150.000 pounds to 50%. How should British banks react? Who pays the tax increase?



()
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Exercise



In France, the Government subsidizes many tenants, in particular students, through the Aide personnalisée au logement (APL), between 90 and 200 euros per month. How much does this subsidy favor tenants?



()
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Long-run competitive equilibrium So far we have only considered a given number of firms on the market. If firms make a positive profit, there is an incentive for new firms to enter.



Definition A long-run competitive equilibrium is a short-run competitive equilibrium where the number of firms is such that no firm out of the market wants to enter, no firm in the market wants to exit. Finally, there is no restriction to entry on the market, and no cost other than production costs.



Result If firms’ production technology implies a fixed cost and then an increasing marginal cost, a long-run competitive equilibrium exists and is such that each firm makes zero profit (free entry condition) and prices at marginal cost (short-run equilibrium condition). This implies that p ∗ = MC (q ∗ ) = AC (q ∗ ), thus q ∗ is such that average cost equals marginal cost. In a long-run equilibrium average costs are minimized, and the number of firms is optimal. ()
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Exercise



Assume demand √ is D(p) = 1 − p and firms produce using only labour, y = f (L) = L. In order to produce a firm also has to pay a fixed cost F . 1



Denoting w the wage, compute the firms’ cost function.



2



Assuming firms are all symmetric and all sell the same amount of good, write the profit of each firm when n firms are present on the market. Solve for the number of firms in a long-run equilibrium.



3 4



Show that each firm has the optimal size.



()
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Toward general equilibrium



So far we have only considered the market for a single good, taking all other markets as constant. But: A single firm is present at least on the market for its good, on the labor market, and on the capital market. When labor supply decreases, this affects the firms’ costs, which decreases the supply of goods. Since goods become more expensive, this can have an effect on labor supply. Production is reduced, thus there is an effect on the demand for capital. The interest rate decreases, this changes savings decisions of consumers and thus affects demand for goods. and so on...
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List all goods in the economy, including labor and future consumption, and index them by i = 1...n. Define the preferences of all consumers, the production functions of all firms, and the property rights on all firms’ profits. Then:



Definition (General equilibrium) (loosely) A vector of prices (p1 , ..pn ) and quantities (q1 , ...qn ) form a general equilibrium if for any good i demand is equal to supply, each producer chooses a supply level maximizing its profit, each consumer chooses a consumption bundle maximizing his utility given his wealth, and each consumer’s wealth comes from his sales and shares in the firms’ profits.



Result (Existence and optimality) (loosely) Under restrictive assumptions, in particular no increasing returns to scale and not too high fixed costs, there exists a general equilibrium. Moreover, the use of resources in the economy leads to an optimal allocation in equilibrium.



()
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Take-away points: The role of prices in reaching an efficient allocation extends to the case of general equilibrium. Comparative statics are much more complex due to many feedback effects between markets. "General equilibrium effects". The conditions for a competitive economy to exist are restrictive, perhaps even more unrealistic today. When there are too much fixed costs, increasing returns to scale, price-taking is not a relevant assumption. ⇒ Toward monopoly theory and imperfect competition.
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Wrap-up and conclusion - 1



Pros of the standard partial equilibrium framework: Clarifies ideas on what are the causal links on a market Good first approximation for a "small" market Many analytical tools to study the impact of changing market conditions, regulations, competitive environment... Highlights the good properties of the price mechanism Demand and supply function are possible to estimate empirically
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Wrap-up and conclusion - 2



Drawbacks and pending questions: Insufficient for larger markets (labor market) ⇒ general equilibrium Need for empirical models and estimates of general equilibrium effects "Free entry" is a very simplistic assumption ⇒ industrial organization Who sets the price? ⇒ industrial organization What happens when the conditions of perfect competition are not met? ⇒ monopoly theory, industrial organization



()
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